THE DISASTER DIARIES Audiobook:disaster diary audio cd:The
Disaster Diaries: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the
Apocalypse [Audiobook, Unabridged]
Sam Sheridan has traveled the world as an
amateur boxer and mixed martial arts
fighter, worked as a professional
wilderness firefighter, an EMT, a sailor, a
cowboy at the largest ranch in Montana,
and in construction under brutal conditions
at the South Pole. If he isnt ready for the
apocalypse and the fractured world that
will likely ensue, we are all in a lot of
trouble. Despite an arsenal of skills that
would put most of us to shame, when Sam
had his son and finally settled down, he
was beset with nightmares about being
unable to protect him. With apocalyptic
images from movies, books, and the
nightly news filling his head, he was
slowly being driven to distraction. If a
rogue wave hit his beach community,
would he be able to get out? If the power
grid went down, did he have enough food
and water for his family? And if he was
forced outside the city limits, could he
survive in the wilderness? And lets not
even talk about plagues, zombie hoards,
and attacking aliens. How seriously should
he take the Internet chatter, the guys who
recommend staying sequestered in a
bunker in the remote hills? And what kind
of life would that be, anyway? Unable to
quiet his mind, Sam decided to face his
fears head-on and embark on a quest to
gain as many skills as possible that just
might come in handy should the end of the
world as we know it come to pass.
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